Tired of boring and bad presentations?

We are too!

Looking for resources that are fun, not mass marketed, includes robust content and best of all, will keep money in your pocket?

Then Check Out  http://www.ReadySetPresent.com
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Our Mission

At ReadySetPresent.com, we pride ourselves in having high quality, state-of-the-art products that are easily accessible at an amazing value.

Our products will help you deliver unique presentations, training programs, and/or any other kind of educational experience.

We continuously add and expand our product lines every month to keep things fresh and current.

We are content experts, graphic designers, instructional development professionals, all dedicated to providing you with accurate and practical information that can be used right now.

• Cost Effective
• High Quality
• Downloadable Products

That Can Be In Your Hands Right Now
"I have just been asked to put together a comprehensive professional training program that needs to be delivered in 2 months... What Do I Do?"

Selected Bundled (Value) Packs

ReadySetPresent.com provides value packs focused on management, training, presentations, and business. These bundled materials combine various learning modalities and contain selected products grouped for one stop shopping. All ReadySetPresent products contain practical information, tips, techniques and exercises.

These “Bundled Packs” offer our best selections for you! Each category is configured differently with lowest prices available anywhere!

Consider This

- Our bundled packs are often the only resources you will require.
- The packs are a comprehensive solution for inclusive training program, educational experience, workshop, and/or class.

Customers that have used our products:

- Academy for Educational Development
- Advesh Consultancy Services (India)
- Aflac Insurance Company
- American Express
- Blue Cross Blue Shield
Leader’s Guides/Workbooks - Interactive Content

*Check these out and hit a bull’s-eye every time!*

With our leader’s guides and workbooks any experienced presenter can run a 1 – 3 day program. This material has been the foundation around which you can expand and augment your program.

*Tried and true materials that have a proven success since 1982.*

Our leader’s guides and workbooks focus on management, training, and business. Each workbook contains a logical sequencing of instructional activities and provides the best content material available. Unlike typical workbooks, our workbooks are jam packed with information, pre and post tests, learning objectives, self-assessments, handouts, solutions, ideas and an action plan to measure learning and understanding.


Reproducible for a $10.00 royalty fee per copy.
Single and Corporate License

**Consider This**

- Our workbooks have been utilized as instructors’ guides facilitating skill based learning programs.
- Print multiple copies and use as participant materials.
- Utilize as self-paced learning materials.

Customers that have used our Products:

Bostwick Laboratories ■ Citi Group ■ Clemson University ■ Cox Communications
CVS Pharmacy ■ Delta Airlines ■ Diversity Search Group ■ Dow Chemical
Articles

Our articles contain essential information on management and problem solving tips guaranteed to be useful, feasible, and no-nonsense. See for yourself by reading the full article before purchasing, just by clicking on the topic of your choice. Trainers, speakers, and professionals can use these resources as handouts or for personal and professional development. No matter what the situation, the information found in our articles is invaluable for both professional and personal use.

Read the entire article before you purchase.

Reproducible for a $1.00 royalty fee per copy.

Consider This

- Prior to your presentation, you can use our articles as handouts.
- Distribute to participants the day of your session, so they have something relevant for starters.
- Use as a reading assignment for group discussion and implementation of best practices.

Bite-Sized Programs & Our Solution Packs

Bite-Sized Programs and our Solution Packs sections offer you a wide range of practical ideas and online business improvement tools, templates and guides. These resources are specifically designed to assist you in the management and delivery of your programs. Quality materials and resources are ready-made, packaged in easy to use formats and you can tailor them to your own needs.

Customers that have used our Products:

Dunkin Donuts ■ Federal Reserve Bank ■ Filene’s ■ Force Management Training General Electric
GFS Consultants ■ Global Technology Resources ■ Golds Gym
PowerPoint® Products

Have you spent hours developing your presentation materials?

No Need To Anymore!

We take pride in knowing that:

Nowhere else on or off line does anyone offer anything close to our products!

Now, finding the right content to enhance your presentations has never been easier. Our topics include 100+ slides with transitions, and animation. Most importantly, these products are not mass marketed. They are available through limited distribution, ensuring your presentation will stand out.

You can use all our slides or just a few. You can incorporate them into your own presentation materials and/or utilize our clipart in other presentations. In addition, we have created a participant handout to make things even easier for you to get started.

Now, you can also use our PowerPoint Content for your Webinars

PowerPoint® Content & Value Packs

Save 12% with our Value Packs

Royalty Free, Use Them Over and Over Again

Related Products: PowerPoint Templates, Quotes, Clip Art

Customers that have used our Products:

John Hancock ■ Lakeside Training Services ■ Leadership Dynamic, Inc.
Learning Facilitators, Inc. ■ Lutheran Services ■ Lotus Development Corporation
PowerPoint® Templates
Starting From Scratch or Do You Need Something New?

Create or improve your presentation immediately with these templates:

- Business Templates
- Management Templates
- Inspirational Templates
- Motivational Templates
- Abstract Templates

Each of our PowerPoint Templates is pre-designed to save your time and effort. Unlike other templates, the high resolution of our templates allows for both web and print use. In addition, included with all of the templates are type-face choices and set color schemes, making the development of your presentation even easier. We offer abstract, inspirational/motivational, and business/management themes, to suit your diverse needs.

A Special Bonus: 3 matching PDF files for any additional written materials.

Royalty Free – Use Them Over and Over Again
Related Products: PowerPoint Content, Quotes, Clip Art, Maps

Customers who have used our products:

Machwurth Team ■ Marriott ■ Mass. Bay Transportation Authority ■ Mass. General Hospital
PowerPoint® Countries

ReadySetPresent’s PowerPoint Countries are essential for business travel, cross cultural training, sales and travel. Our PowerPoints feature information on the country’s culture, customs, family life, cuisine, food and business etiquette, interesting facts, trivia, and much more.

Royalty Free – Use Them Over and Over Again
Related Products: PowerPoint Templates, Content, Quotes, Clip Art

PowerPoint® Maps

ReadySetPresent provides you with editable and affordable USA and Canada maps for your sales and marketing presentations. Our maps include all 50 states and territories in the US, Canadian provinces and territories. You can also find mapped District Authority or Administrative Districts with names, highways, waterways, major cities and capitals!

All elements can be edited, changed, and deleted. All Maps available in PowerPoint® format!

Royalty Free – Use Them Over and Over Again
Related Products: PowerPoint Templates, Content, Quotes, Clip Art

Customers who have used our products:

Monticello Big Lake Hospital ■ Museum of Fine Arts ■ Natick Labs National Research Center
North Texas Food Bank ■ Northeastern University
PowerPoint® Clip Art

*Give your presentations a compliment!*

- Compliment your presentation with high quality graphics.
- ReadySetPresent is the right place to stop & shop!
- Our high quality, perfect vector images are set for use in sales pitches, technical decks, keynotes, and/or any presentation needs.

Royalty Free – Use Them Over and Over Again
Related Products: PowerPoint Templates, Content, Quotes, Maps

PowerPoint® Quotes

*Create happy, engaged, and inspired audiences.*

ReadySetPresent.com offers you carefully selected collection of thoughtful, aspiring, inspiring, and humorous quotes. To make your selections easily accessible, we have sorted our quotes by topics!

- Our topics include 25 original quotes, slide transitions, clipart and animation. Choose from management, business, professional development, inspirational, motivational, and humorous topics.

A must-have supplement to add a bit of style and class to your presentation.

**Consider This:**

- Use as a handout before the start of your presentation as something fun, thought provoking and easy to read.
- Display on an LCD projector 15 minutes before your Presentation as a great opener.

Royalty Free – Use Them Over and Over Again
Related Products: PowerPoint Templates, Content, Clip Art, Maps

Customers who have used our products:

- New England Memorial Hospital
- New England Wildlife Center
- Ohio State Overseas Adventure Travel
- Panama Canal Commission
- Polaroid
- Pioneer
Have you ever tapped a microphone cleared your throat or rang a bell to get the attention of your audience?

No need to do that anymore ….

Set a higher standard for yourself and start your presentation professionally. Our videos make great openers for conferences, corporate meetings, and large groups.

ReadySetPresent videos are short minute presentation openers/closers on a variety of training, business and management, motivational and inspirational topics.

We make looking professional and catching attention simple for you. These videos are timeless. Use them to make that positive and critical first impression.

Booklet: Each video comes with a PDF booklet that contains the images with quotes.

Consider This

- Use as an opener or closer to a meeting, conference, training facilitation or educational class.
- Copy our booklet to use as a handout for each participant.

Royalty Free – Use Them Over and Over Again
Single and Corporate License

Customers who have used our products:

Pure Balance ■ Quest Diagnostics Inc. ■ RR Bowker, LLC ■ Saint Paul Public Schools School District 14 ■ Senior Dimensions ■ Sheraton ■ Shell
Music

A great way to start, Set the tone & Make your entrance

ReadySetPresent offers high quality music that sets the stage, gets audience’s attention and really makes a professional impact. Would you prefer to listen to the taping of a microphone, tea bell ringing or someone just starting to speak, well consider our inspirational, motivational and business sound tracks. Whether a corporate event, conference, key note presentation, seminar, or any presentation, music builds rapport with your audience and makes you sound better, even before you say anything.

You can preview all our music and listen for yourselves.

Consider This

- Use our music tracks for your own video presentation.
- Use for any presentation, as an opener, after a break, and/or as a conclusion.

Audios

Play, listen and learn anywhere and anytime!

ReadySetPresent offers high quality audio programs in business information, management skills, presentation tips and techniques, inspirational/motivational thoughts, and meditation. Our audio programs are studio recorded to provide listeners with high quality and professional sound that will last with continuous use.

You can download and play back on personal computers, CDs, or computer-based mobile devices.

Consider This

- Listen on your computer at home, gym or in the office.
- Listen in your car, iPod or MP3 player.

Customers who have used our products:

Silverhammer Coaching Services  ■  Social Security Administration  ■  Sony  ■  Southwest Energy
Sprint  ■  Star Performance  ■  Stop & Shop, Inc.  ■  Technogym
Certificates

Whether you are acknowledging a job well done, praising someone or just letting someone know they’re special, ReadySetPresent.com offers you the perfect choice of certificates! Use our certificates from business to personal environments and they will guarantee that smile factor. Look them over and you will find our selection is larger than anywhere else.

At ReadySetPresent we add the awe of high resolution photography to your certificates and awards.

Our landscape and horizontal certificates are a document that your recipient will want to show off in their home or office. To allow greater personalization by you and/or your organization, the faces of our certificates do not carry the ReadySetPresent label. Our certificates are well-suited for handling and display.

As a value-adding option, we will put your logo on your purchase for free!

Size: 8” x 10”
Print as many Certificates as you need

Customers who have used our products:

That Business Trainer • TJ Maxx • Toshiba America • Training & Consulting, Inc. • Tufts University • United Properties Group • U.S. Air • U.S. Army • Wells Fargo
Posters

*Preview and download hundreds of posters with one click.*

Want to emphasize inspiration, leadership, change, motivation, humor, integrity, communication and so much more? ReadySetPresent offers you unique, meaningful, management and inspirational-themed posters. **These posters feature high resolution, rich-color photographs.** Printed on Wide Color Format Standard Heavyweight Matte paper: they constitute a durable, decorative addition to your walls.

Size: 18” x 23.5”

Post Cards & Note Cards

*Perfect for a quick note or greeting!*

Choose from our special, beautiful, and symbolic post cards! Featuring high resolution images and bold, vibrant colors, our post cards are **perfect for a quick note or greeting!** Let your employees, colleagues, family, and friends know you are thinking of them! ReadySetPresent has the perfect choice!

Customers who have used our products:

Wes Training & Consulting ■ Warehauser Paper ■ Western State Hospital Winning Pitch ■ WNEV-TV ■ WROR ■ Wyeth Pharmaceuticals ■ Zerox
All of our products will ensure that:

You Are A Hit Every Time!

Contact Information

ReadySetPresent.com
A subsidiary of A.E. Schwartz & Associates
Andrew E. Schwartz, CEO
13 Conservation Way
Stoughton, MA 02072
T: 781-436-5033
E: aes@readysetpresent.com